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Description

The invention relates to a transponder arrange-

ment as described in the pre-characterizing part of

claim 1.

There is a great need for devices or ap-

paratuses which make it possible to identify or

detect as regards their presence at a predeter-

mined location objects which are provided with

such devices or apparatuses in contactless manner

and over a certain distance. It is for example desir-

able to request contactless and over a certain

distance identifications which are uniquely as-

signed to an object and which are stored in the

device or apparatus so that for example it can be

determined whether the object is at a predeter-

mined location or not. An example is also the case

In which physical parameters such as the tempera-

ture or the pressure are to be interrogated directly

at or in the object without direct access to the

object being possible. A device or apparatus of the

type desired can for example be attached to an

animal which can then always be identified at an

interrogation point without direct contact. There is

also a need for a device which when carried by a

person permits access checking so that only per-

sons whose responder unit carried by them returns

on request certain identification data to the inter-

rogation unit are allowed access to a specific area.

In this case the safeguarding of the data transfer is

a very essential factor in the production of such

devices. A further example of a case in which such

a device is needed is the computer-controlled in-

dustrial production in which without the intervention

of operating personnel components are taken from

a store, transported to a production location and

there assembled to give a finished product. In this

case a device is required which can be attached to

the individual components so that the latter can be

specifically detected in the spares store and taken

from the latter.

In all these examples an transponder arrange-

ment of the type outlined at the beginning is re-

quired. For universal usability of such an arrange-

ment the interrogation or enquiry unit must be

handy and compact so that it withstands rough

treatment in practice. The responder unit must be

very small so that it can readily be attached to the

objects to be detected.

From "IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON BIOMED-
ICAL ENGINEERING", Vol. BME-26, No. 2, Feb-

ruary 1979, pages 105 to 109, New York, US; K.H.

WEN et al: "Single Frequency RF Powered ECG
Telemetry System" a transponder of the type de-

scribed above is known. In this transponder the

means which in dependence upon the termination

of the reception of the RF interrogation pulse trig-

ger an RF carrier wave generator at the frequency

of the interrogation pulse are not specifically ar-

ranged to be responsive to the presence of a

predetermined energy amount in the energy accu-

mulator. Further, the means for triggering the ex-

5 citation of the RF carrier wave generator and the

means for providing a control signal to maintain the

RF carrier wave are not particularly described in

this document. However, there is a need for having

such means which trigger the RF carrier wave

10 generator and which allow for maintaining the RF
carrier wave in a most effective and economic

manner.

The invention is based on the problem of pro-

viding a transponder arrangement with the aid of

75 which the aforementioned requirements can be ful-

filled and with which the necessary responder de-

vice can be made very economically and very

small so that it can be used for a great variety of

purposes, in particular whenever very many objects

20 are to be provided with the responder unit. The

responder unit is to be constructed so that it has a

very low energy requirement and does not need its

own power source which after a certain time would

have to be renewed.

25 This problem is solved in the transponder ar-

rangement according to the invention by means of

the features of the characterizing part of claim 1

.

Advantageous further developments are char-

acterized in the subsidiary claims.

30 The transponder arrangement according to the

invention includes a responder unit which with high

efficiency, i.e. high peak power and high data

transfer rate, permits the return of the data stored

therein to the interrogation device. According to a

35 preferred embodiment of the invention to increase

the transmission reliability the information can be

transmitted by the responder device several times

in succession and accordingly received by the in-

terrogation device. The transfer time can be kept

40 SO short that interferences to the transfer from

outside are not very probable. Because of the high

transfer rate it is also possible to arrange the

responder unit on very rapidly moving objects with-

out any interference occurring due to the Doppler

45 effect. When several objects provided with a re-

sponder unit are in the transmitting range of the

interrogation unit with the transponder arrangement

according to the invention firstly the nearest object

can be detected and then the objects which are

50 further remote addressed.

The Invention will be explained In detail with

reference to an example of embodiment with the

aid of the drawings, wherein:

Fig. 1 is a block circuit diagram of the inter-

55 rogation unit of the transponder ar-

rangement according to the invention

and of a base unit cooperating with

said interrogation unit.

2



3 EP 0 301 127 B1 4

Fig. 2 is a block circuit diagram of the re-

sponder unit of the transponder ar-

rangement according to the invention,

Fig. 3 is a time diagram to explain the time

relationships between the individual

processes in the cooperation between

the interrogation unit, the responder

unit and the base unit.

Fig. 4 is a first possible embodiment of the

responder units and

Fig. 5 is a second possible embodiment of

the responder unit.

The transponder arrangement to be described

includes an interrogation unit 10 and a responder

unit 12. The interrogation unit 10 is a constructional

unit to be held in the hand of an operator which

transmits an RF interrogation pulse on actuation of

a key 14. This interrogation unit 10 also has the

capacity of receiving RF signals and detecting in-

formation contained in said signals. The RF signals

come from the responder unit 12 which replies to

the transmission of the RF interrogation pulse by

sending back the RF signal. Associated with the

interrogation unit 10 is a base unit 16 which is

constructed as stationary unit. The functions of the

interrogation unit 10, the responder unit 12 and

base unit 16 and their interaction will be described

in more detail hereinafter. Firstly, the makeup of

these units will be explained.

The interrogation unit 10 contains as central

control unit a microprocessor 18 which is responsi-

ble for the control of the function sequences. An
RF oscillator 20 generates RF oscillations as soon

as it has been set in operation by a signal at the

output 22 of the microprocessor 18. The output

signal of the RF oscillator 20 can be supplied either

via a switch 24 and an amplifier 26 or via a switch

28 and an amplifier 30 to a coupling coil 32. The

switches 24 and 28 are controlled by the micropro-

cessor with the aid of signals emitted at its outputs

34 and 36 respectively. Coupled to the coupling

coil 32 is a coil 38 of a resonant circuit which

consists of the coil 38 and the capacitor 40. In

series with the coil 38 and the capacitor 40 is a

resistor 44 bridgeable by a switch 42 and a further

switch 46 lies between the resistor 44 and ground.

The switches 42 and 46 are controlled by the

microprocessor which emits at its outputs 48 and

50 corresponding control signals. When the switch

46 is closed the resonant circuit comprising the coil

38 and capacitor 40 acts as parallel resonant circuit

whilst when the switch 46 is open it acts as series

resonant circuit. The coil 38 acts as transmitting

and receiving coil which transmits the RF interroga-

tion pulse supplied to it by the oscillator 20 and

receives the RF signal sent back by the responder

unit 12.

The RF signals received by the resonant circuit

are supplied to two amplifiers 52, 54 which are so

designed that they amplify the RF signals received

and limit them for pulse shaping. Connected to the

5 amplifiers is a parallel resonant circuit 56 which

ensures the necessary reception selectivity. The

output of the amplifier 54 is connected to a clock

generator 58 which from the signal supplied thereto

generates a clock signal and supplies the latter to

10 the input 60 of the microprocessor 18.

In addition the output signal of the amplifier 54

is supplied to a demodulator which demodulates

the signal applied thereto and supplies it to the

input 64 of the microprocessor 18.

75 The information contained in the RF signal

received is supplied after the demodulation in the

demodulator 62 via the microprocessor 18 to a

random access memory 66 so that it can be stored

in the latter. Between the microprocessor 18 and

20 the random access memory 66 a bidirectional con-

nection 68 is disposed which makes it possible to

enter information from the microprocessor 18 into

the random access memory 66 and also to transfer

information in the opposite direction. The informa-

25 tion stored in the random access memory 66 can

be taken off at a jack 70.

A display unit 72 fed by the microprocessor 18

makes it possible for the operator to detect the

data contained in the RF signal received.

30 Since the interrogation unit 10 is a portable

device as power supply a rechargeable battery 74

is provided. The output voltage of said battery 74 is

supplied after closing a switch 76 to the terminals

designated by " + " of selected chips in the inter-

35 rogation unit 10. The supply voltage is however

supplied to the two amplifiers 52, 54, the clock

generator 58 and the demodulator 62 via a sepa-

rate switch 78 which is controlled by the micropro-

cessor 18. This makes it possible for said chips to

40 be supplied with voltage and thus active only dur-

ing a predetermined period of time within the total

operating cycle.

The battery 74 can be charged by a voltage

induced in a coil 80, rectified in a rectifier 82 and

45 smoothed by means of a capacitor 84. A charge

sensor 86 detects when a charge voltage is in-

duced in the coil 80, i.e. a charging operation of

the battery 74 is taking place. It then emits to the

input 88 of the microprocessor 18 a corresponding

50 message signal.

A further switch 90 controlled by means of a

signal from the output 92 of the microprocessor 18

can in the closed state supply the output signals of

the RF oscillator 20 via an amplifier 94 to a cou-

55 pling coil 96.

With the aid of a modulator 98 the RF oscillator

20 can be modulated. The modulation signal nec-

essary for this purpose is supplied to the modulator

3
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98 by the microprocessor 18 via a switch 100

which is controlled by means of a signal from the

output 102 of the microprocessor. The modulation

signal from the microprocessor 18 is supplied

when the switch 100 is closed also to a coupling

coil 104 which is present only in a particular em-

bodiment of the interrogation unit 10.

The base unit 16 also illustrated in Fig. 1 is a

stationary unit which is connected via a jack 106 to

the mains supply network. In a power supply 108

the operating voltage for a charging voltage gener-

ator 110 is generated, the output signal of which is

supplied to a coil 112. Between the power supply

108 and the charge voltage generator 110 a switch

114 is inserted which is closed whenever the inter-

rogation unit 10 is placed on the base unit 16. This

is shown in Fig. 1 symbolically by a sort of actuat-

ing button 116 at the boundary line of the inter-

rogation unit 10. The coils 112 and 80 are arranged

in the base unit and interrogation unit 10 spatially

in such a manner that they cooperate like the

primary winding and secondary winding of a trans-

former when the interrogation unit 10 is placed on

the base unit 16. In this manner the battery 74 can

be charged contactless as often as required. The

coils 94 and 104 in the interrogation unit 10 are so

arranged that they are spatially very close to a coil

118 when the interrogation unit 10 is placed on the

base unit 16. In this manner a contactless signal

transmission between the coil 96 and the coil 104

on the one hand and the coil 118 on the other is

possible. A demodulator 120 serves to demodulate

the signals coming from the coil 118.

The responder unit 12 illustrated in Fig. 2 con-

tains for reception of the RF interrogation pulse a

parallel resonant circuit 130 having a coll 132 and a

capacitor 134. Connected to the parallel resonant

circuit 130 is a capacitor 136 serving as energy

accumulator. In addition the parallel resonant circuit

130 is connected to an RF bus 138 consisting of

two portions 138a and 138b connectable by means
of a switch 140. Connected to said RF bus 138 are

all the essential components of the responder unit

12. An RF threshold detector 142 connected to the

portion 138a of the RF bus 138 has the function of

monitoring the level of an RF carrier at the RF bus

138. Such an RF carrier occurs at the RF bus 138

whenever the parallel resonant circuit 130 receives

an RF interrogation pulse from the interrogation

unit 10. The RF threshold detector 142 emits at its

output a signal of predetermined value as soon as

the level of the RF carrier at the RF bus 138 drops

below a predetermined threshold value. By con-

necting a diode 144 to the RF bus 138 the RF
carrier is rectified and as a result the capacitor 136

is charged. The energy stored in said capacitor

136 is proportional to the energy contained in the

RF interrogation pulse. Thus, after reception of the

RF interrogation pulse a DC voltage can be taken

off at the capacitor 136. A Zener diode 146 con-

nected to the capacitor 136 ensures that the DC
voltage which can be tapped off does not exceed a

5 value defined by the Zener voltage of said diode.

With the aid of the DC voltage threshold detector

148 the DC voltage value at the capacitor 136 is

monitored and said threshold detector 148 emits an

output signal of predetermined value as soon as a

10 predetermined DC voltage value is present at the

capacitor 136. The output 150 of the RF threshold

detector 1 42 and the output 1 52 of the DC voltage

threshold detector 148 are connected to the inputs

of an AND circuit 154 which emits a start signal of

75 predetermined value whenever the two threshold

detectors 142 and 152 each emit the signal with

the predetermined value.

The two threshold detectors 142 and 152 re-

ceive at the terminals 156 and 157 designated by

20 Vcc a supply voltage which is equal to the voltage

at the capacitor 136. This voltage increases with

the reception of the RF interrogation pulse from

zero up to the value defined by the Zener voltage

of the Zener diode 146, the two threshold detectors

25 142 and 152 being so constructed that they op-

erate even at a supply voltage which is smaller

than the voltage at the capacitor 136 defined by

the Zener voltage of the Zener diode 46. Also

connected to the capacitor 136 is a switch 156

30 which is controlled by the output signal of the AND
circuit 154. This switch is inserted between the

terminals designated by " + " of the remaining

components of the responder unit 12 and the ca-

pacitor 136. It is ensured in this manner that the

35 remaining components do not obtain their supply

voltage until the voltage at the capacitor 136 has

reached a value necessary for satisfactory opera-

tion of said components.

As apparent from the illustration of Fig. 2 the

40 switch 140 is also controlled by the output signal of

the AND circuit 154. This means that the portion

138b of the RF bus 138 is connected to the portion

138a as soon as the AND circuit 154 emits the

start signal.

45 Connected to the portion 138b of the RF bus

138 is a divider 158 which divides the frequency of

the RF signal at the RF bus 138 by two. A further

divider 160 connected to the output of the divider

158 effects another frequency division by four so

50 that at the output of said divider 160 a signal

frequency is present corresponding to one eighth

of the frequency at the RF bus 138.

Also connected to the portion 138b of the RF
bus 138 is a frequency multiplier 162 which effects

55 a doubling of the frequency of the RF signal at the

RF bus. The output signal of the frequency multi-

plier 162 is shaped in a Schmitt trigger 164 whose

output signal consists of pulses whose recurrence

4
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frequency is equal to twice the frequency of the RF
signal at the RF bus 138. The output of the Schmitt

trigger 164 is connected to the clock input 166 of a

memory 168 constructed as read-only memory
which can pass the information stored therein un-

der the control of the pulses supplied to its clock

input 166 to a shift register 172 connected to its

data output 170. Depending on the position of a

changeover switch 174 the shift register 172 is

clocked via its clock input 176 with the pulses also

supplied to the memory 168 or with the pulses

furnished by the divider 160. The control of the

changeover switch 174 is by means of a counter

178 which counts the pulses supplied to the mem-
ory 168 and at its output 180 emits a changeover

signal for the switch 174 as soon as a predeter-

mined count is reached. The shift register 172 is

constructed so that the information supplied thereto

circulates for as long as clock pulses are supplied

to Its clock input 156. This circulation operation Is

made possible by the feedback line 182.

The responder unit 12 further contains a mon-

oflop 184 whose trigger input is connected to the

output of the AND circuit 154. As soon as the AND
circuit 154 emits the start signal the monoflop 184

is triggered so that for the duration of its holding

time it furnishes at its output 188 an excitation

pulse. Said excitation pulse renders the field-effect

transistor 190 conductive and the latter applies the

RF bus 138 to ground for the duration of the

excitation pulse. A further monoflop 192 is con-

nected with its trigger input 198 to the output of the

divider 158. As soon as an output signal occurs at

the output of the divider 158 the monoflop 192 Is

triggered so that for the duration of its hold time it

furnishes at its output 196 a maintenance pulse

which like the energization pulse at the output 188

of the monoflop 184 switches through the field-

effect transistor 190. For reasons still to be ex-

plained below the hold time of the monoflop 192 Is

set substantially shorter than the hold time of the

monoflop 184.

Connected to the portion 138a of the RF bus

138 is a capacitor 198 which by a field-effect

transistor 200 acting as switch can be operatively

connected to the parallel resonant circuit 130.

If required, in the responder unit 12 a proces-

sor 202 may also be contained, the purpose of

which will be explained below. Said processor 202

can receive input signals from a sensor 204 which

responds to physical parameters in the environ-

ment of the responder unit 12, for example to the

ambient temperature, the ambient pressure or the

like. The processor 202 comprises an output 206 at

which it can furnish data which represent param-

eters determined by the sensor 204. The processor

202 can receive at an input 208 signals from the

output 210 of a demodulator 212, likewise only

optionally present. The purpose of this demodulator

will also be explained in detail hereinafter.

Now that the makeup of the components of the

transponder arrangement has been described, the

5 processes taking place in the operating state of the

arrangement will be explained.

It is assumed that responder units 12 as illus-

trated in Fig. 2 are attached to a relatively large

number of objects and that the responder units 12

10 are to be individually addressed and interrogated

using the interrogation unit 10. Reference is made
here to Fig. 3 in which it is indicated which assem-

blies are active during which time periods and play

a part within an operating cycle. The numbers

75 given on the left are the reference numerals of the

particular assemblies concerned whilst the active

time periods are shown respectively along the hori-

zontal lines.

For performing an interrogation operation the

20 operator removes the responder unit 10 from the

base unit 16 and at an instant to closes the switch

76. As a result to selected assemblies within the

unit the voltage present at the battery 74 is applied

as supply voltage. To initiate an interrogation op-

25 oration the operator briefly depresses the key 14

(instant ti) so that the input 15 of the microproces-

sor 18 is applied to ground for the duration of the

depression of the key 14. This causes the micro-

processor 18 by means of a signal at the output 22

30 to set the RF oscillator 20 in operation (instant t2).

At the same time, by means of a signal at the

output 34 the microprocessor 18 closes the switch

24 so that during the time period A the carrier

wave generated by the RF generator 20 can pass

35 via the switch 24 after amplification in the amplifier

26 to the coupling coil 32. By this carrier wave the

resonant circuit comprising the coil 38 and the

capacitor 40 is stimulated to oscillate. The switches

42 and 46 are closed in this phase of the operating

40 cycle. The coil 38 acts as transmitting coil which

transmits the RF carrier wave as RF interrogation

pulse for a duration defined by the duration of the

signal at the output 22 of the microprocessor 18.

After expiry of this duration defined by the micro-

45 processor 18 operation of the RF generator 20

ends (instant ts). To ensure that the oscillation in

the resonant circuit formed by the coil 38 and the

capacitor 40 dies away aperiodically as quickly as

possible the switch 42 is briefly opened by a signal

50 from the output 48 of the microprocessor 18

(period B) so that the resistor 44 acts as damping

resistance for the resonant circuit. After again clos-

ing the switch 42 the switch 46 is opened (instant

t4) and as a result the resonant circuit comprising

55 the coil 38 and the capacitor 40 is switched over to

a series resonant circuit and Is ready to receive a

reply from the responder unit 12. Simultaneously

with the opening of the switch 46 the switch 78 is

5
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closed and applies the supply voltage from the

battery 74 to the clock generator 58, the demodula-

tor 62 and the two amplifiers 52 and 54. For the

duration of the period C the interrogation unit 10 is

now ready to receive signals back from the re-

sponder unit 12.

It will be assumed that within the range of the

coil 38 transmitting the RF interrogation pulse a

responder unit 12 is present. The coil 132 of the

parallel resonant circuit 130 of the responder unit

12 then receives this RF interrogation pulse so that

the resonant circuit 130 is stimulated to oscillate.

By means of the rectifier diode 144 the RF oscilla-

tion at the portion 138a of the RF bus 138 is

rectified and the capacitor 136 is charged with

direct current. For the energy supply of the assem-

blies of the responder unit 12 thereafter only the

energy stored in the capacitor 136 is used.

With the termination of the reception of the RF
interrogation pulse (instant ts) the RF level at the

portion 138a of the RF bus 138 begins to drop. The

RF threshold detector 142 detects this decrease

and at its output 150 emits a signal of predeter-

mined value as soon as the level drops below a

predetermined level. The voltage at the capacitor

136 is monitored by the DC voltage threshold de-

tector 148 which when a predetermined DC voltage

value is reached also furnishes at its output 152 a

signal having the predetermined value. As soon as

the two threshold detectors emit the signal with the

predetermined value the AND circuit 154 generates

at its output the start signal. Said start signal ef-

fects the closing of the switch 156 so that there-

upon the supply voltage terminals of the remaining

assemblies designated by " + " in the responder

unit 12 are supplied with a supply voltage, that is

the voltage at the capacitor 136 kept constant by

means of the Zener diode 146. The start signal

from the AND circuit 154 also effects closing of the

switch 140 so that the two portions 138a and 138b

of the RF bus 138 are connected together. Further-

more, with the start signal the monoflop 184 is

triggered and thereupon emits for the duration of

its hold time an excitation pulse which renders the

field-effect transistor 190 conductive. As a result,

from the capacitor 136 a circuit to ground is closed

via the coil 132 and the RF bus 138. As a reaction

thereto for the duration of the excitation pulse a

direct current flows through the coil 132 and stimu-

lates the parallel resonant circuit 130 to oscillate

with its resonant frequency. The parallel resonant

circuit 130 thus becomes an RF carrier wave gen-

erator.

After termination of the excitation pulse at the

output of the monoflop 148 the field-effect transis-

tor 190 is again rendered nonconductive so that no

more current can flow through the coil 132. Since

however the parallel resonant circuit 130 has a high

quality the RF carrier oscillation does not cease

immediately but the resonant circuit continues to

oscillate with a damped oscillation. The divider 158

dividing the frequency of the RF carrier wave by

5 two emits after the second oscillation period at its

output a signal to the monoflop 192 which is there-

by triggered and for the duration of its hold time

applies a maintenance pulse to the field-effect tran-

sistor 190. As mentioned above the maintenance

10 pulse furnished by the monoflop 192 is substan-

tially shorter than the excitation pulse furnished by

the monoflop 184. For the latter must start the RF
carrier oscillation in the parallel resonant circuit 130

whilst the maintenance pulse of the monoflop 192

75 need only ensure that the oscillation already start-

ed is stimulated again, i.e. does not further decay.

By the maintenance pulse from the monoflop 192,

for the duration of the hold time a current flow is

caused through the coil 132 and this means that for

20 a short time energy is "pumped" into the RF
carrier wave generator. This pumping effect occurs

after every other oscillation period of the RF carrier

wave, due to the use of the divider 158.

Directly after closure of the switch 140 the

25 carrier wave from the parallel resonant circuit 130

also reaches the frequency multiplier 162 which

doubles the carrier frequency. The signal doubled

in frequency is shaped in the Schmitt trigger 164

so that at the output thereof a pulse-shaped signal

30 is present which is applied to the memory 168 as

clock signal. At the same time the pulses emitted

by the Schmitt trigger 164 are counted in the

counter 178.

It will be assumed that data are fixedly stored

35 in the memory 168 and said data are uniquely

assigned to the responder unit 12. Said data may
for example consist of 64 bits. With the timing of

the clock signals applied to the clock input 166 of

the Schmitt trigger 164 the information present in

40 the memory 168 is transferred to the shift register

172. For this transfer operation 64 pulses are re-

quired because then all the 64 data bits of the

information are contained in the shift register 172.

By also counting the clock pulses the counter 178

45 determines when the transfer of the data bits from

the memory 168 to the shift register 172 is com-

pleted. After receiving 64 pulses it emits at its

output 180 a switching signal to the changeover

switch 174. The latter switch 174 has initially a

50 switching position in which the clock input 176 of

the shift register 172 receives like that of the mem-
ory 168 as clock pulses the output signals of the

Schmitt trigger 164. By the switching signal the

changeover switch 174 is actuated so that the

55 clock input 176 of the shift register 172 receives

the output signals of the divider 160 whic divides

the output signals of the divider 158 by four. The

frequency of the signals now reaching the clock

6
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input 176 is thus one eighth of the frequency of the

RF carrier wave of the parallel resonant circuit 130.

By supplying further clock pulses to the shift

register 172 the information contained therein is

ennitted at the output 173 and supplied to the field-

effect transistor 200. Depending on the binary val-

ue of the signal at the output 173 of the shift

register 172 the field-effect transistor 200 is ren-

dered conductive or nonconductive. In the conduc-

tive state of the field-effect transistor 200 the ca-

pacitor 198 is connected parallel to the parallel

resonant circuit 130 so that the oscillation fre-

quency thereof is governed by the sunn of the

capacitance values of the capacitor 134 and the

capacitor 198. If however the field-effect transistor

200 is nonconductive the frequency with which the

parallel resonant circuit 130 oscillates is governed

solely by the capacitance of the capacitor 134. The

switching on and off of the field-effect transistor

200 controlled in dependence upon the data from

the shift register 172 thus effects a frequency shift

keying of the oscillation frequency of the parallel

resonant circuit 130 which leads to the well-known

FSK modulation of the HP carrier wave generated.

The RF carrier wave is maintained by the

pump action of the maintenance pulse from the

monoflop 192 for as long as the energy stored in

the capacitor 136 suffices to supply all the chips

contained in the responder unit 12 with the energy

necessary for satisfactory operation. As long as the

RF carrier wave is present at the RF bus 138 the

shift register 172 is supplied via the dividers 158

and 160 with clock pulses so that the information

contained therein because of the presence of the

feedback path 182 is furnished multiply in succes-

sion at the output 173 and applied for FSK modula-

tion to the field-effect transistor 200. The RF wave

emitted by the coil 132 thus contains the modu-

lated information from the memory 168 several

times in succession.

As is apparent the clock frequency used for

transmitting the information from the memory 168

to the shift register 172 is sixteen times higher than

the frequency with which the information is emitted

from the shift register. As a result the information

from the memory 168 after stimulation of the RF
carrier wave by means of the excitation pulse from

the monoflop 184 is transferred very rapidly to the

shift register 172 so that correspondingly it is also

possible to begin very rapidly with the modulation

of the RF carrier wave and thus with the return of

the information contained in the memory 168 to the

interrogation unit 10. Since the transmission energy

continuously decreases with the decreasing voltage

at the capacitor 136 a very rapid start of the

sending back of the stored information is extremely

desirable because then at least at the beginning a

relatively high transmitting level is present which

permits reliable identification of the information in

the interrogation unit 10. The relatively high trans-

mission level is moreover less prone to interfer-

ence and this also contributes to identification re-

5 liability.

In a practically executed example the RF os-

cillator was operated with a frequency of 125 kHz

so that accordingly the parallel resonant circuit 130

was also tuned to this frequency. When using this

10 frequency it was possible to achieve that the entire

64 bits of the information stored in the memory 168

were sent back to the interrogation unit 10 within 5

ms. By means of a single RF interrogation pulse it

was possible to effect return of the information

75 fifteen times before the available energy in the

responder unit 12 became too small for satisfactory

operation.

The condition will now be considered where

the responder unit 12 via the parallel resonant

20 circuit 130 returns to the interrogation unit 10 in-

formation consisting of 64 bits. As already men-

tioned above the interrogation unit 10 after termina-

tion of the transmission of the RF interrogation

pulse was set to the receiving state by opening the

25 switch 46 and closing the switch 78. The modu-

lated RF carrier signal received by the coil 38 is

amplified in this state of the circuit in the amplifiers

52 and 54 and supplied to the clock generator 58

and the demodulator 62. The clock generator 58

30 generates from the RF signal received a clock

signal for the microprocessor and the demodulator

62 demodulates the RF carrier signal subjected to

the FSK modulation in the responder unit 12. The

demodulated signal is supplied to the input 64 of

35 the microprocessor 18 which thereupon supplies it

via the connection 68 to the random access mem-
ory 66. At the same time the demodulated informa-

tion can be visibly displayed to the operator in the

display unit 72.

40 A possible case in practice is that within the

time period in which the RF interrogation pulse is

transmitted by the coil 38 no responder unit 12 is

present within the range of the interrogation unit

10. In this case the interrogation unit 10 does not

45 receive within a predetermined period after com-

pletion of the RF interrogation signal an answer and

this causes the microprocessor 18 to restore the

operating state present on transmission of the first

interrogation pulse. However, in doing this instead

50 of the switch 24 by a signal at the output 36 it

closes the switch 28 (instant ts) and as a result the

RF oscillation generated by the RF oscillator 20 is

supplied to the coil 38 via the amplifier 30 which

has a higher gain than the amplifier 26. As a result

55 transmission of the RF interrogation pulse is effec-

ted with higher power so that a greater range

results. This increases the probability of a respond-

er unit 12 being present within the range which will

7
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then respond and send back a response signal

(period D).

The repeated transmission of an RF interroga-

tion pulse with higher power can be used not only

when after sending the first pulse no responder unit

12 has replied. For it would also be possible to

effect this repeated transmission when a responder

unit 12 has already answered. This would make it

possible for a responder unit 12 disposed closer to

the interrogation unit 10 to reply to the first RF
interrogation signal whilst as reaction to the RF
interrogation signal transmitted with higher power a

responder unit 12 lying at a greater distance could

reply. If this possibility is to be utilized however it

must be ensured in the responder units that after

receiving an RF interrogation pulse and executing a

return transmission cycle for a certain period they

are insensitive to the receipt of a further RF inter-

rogation pulse. This makes it possible to prevent

the same responder unit 12 replying to two con-

secutively transmitted RF interrogation pulses.

In practical use with the interrogation unit 10 in

succession numerous objects each provided with a

responder unit 12 are addressed by transmitting an

RF interrogation pulse and the information returned

by the responder units 12 is received by the inter-

rogation unit 10 and stored in the random access

memory 66. In the construction described in each

case the responder units 12 which are within the

transmitting range of the interrogation unit 10 are

addressed. It may however also be desirable to

address amongst a larger number of responder

units 12 only quite specific individual units and

cause them to return the information stored in

them. This can be achieved by providing the pro-

cessor 202 in the responder unit 12. Firstly, it must

be ensured in the interrogation unit 10 that with the

aid of the modulator 98 cooperating with the micro-

processor 18 the RF interrogation pulse to be

transmitted is modulated with the address which is

provided for the responder unit 12 to be specifi-

cally activated. The responder unit 12 contains for

this use the demodulator 212 which demodulates

the RF interrogation pulse received. At the output

210 of the demodulator 212 the demodulated ad-

dress is available and is applied to the input 208 of

the processor 202. The processor then determines

whether the address applied to it coincides with an

address fixedly set in the responder unit 12. If the

processor 202 detects such coincidence it fur-

nishes at its output 206 a start signal which instead

of the start signal furnished by the AND circuit 154

in the use previously described initiates the send-

ing back to the interrogation unit 10 the information

contained in the memory 168. In this manner,

amongst a large number of objects provided with

responder units 12 it is possible to specifically

search for and find those with specific addresses.

In the examples of embodiment hitherto de-

scribed the responder unit 12 always returned the

information previously entered into the memory
168. It may however also be desirable by transmit-

5 ting an RF interrogation pulse to request the re-

sponder unit 12 to send back specific data giving

information on physical parameters in the environ-

ment of the responder unit 12. For example, in this

manner the ambient temperature or the ambient

10 pressure at the location at which the responder unit

12 is disposed can be requested. To make this

possible at the responder unit 12 the sensor 204

may be disposed which is sensitive to the particu-

lar parameters of interest. The sensor 204 then

75 passes its output signal to the processor 202 which

from the sensor output signal generates data val-

ues which it supplies at the output 206 to the

memory 168 which in this example of embodiment

is a random access memory and not as before a

20 read-only memory. The data which have been en-

tered into said random access memory are then

utilized in the manner described above via the shift

register 172 for controlling the field-effect transistor

200 for modulation of the RF carrier wave to be

25 sent back.

The sensor 204 could for example be an air-

pressure-sensitive sensor. In this case the respond-

er unit 12 can be installed in the carcass of a

vehicle pneumatic tyre and with the aid of an

30 interrogation unit 10 contained in the vehicle it is

possible to continuously monitor the air pressure

obtaining in the tyre.

After carrying out a relatively large number of

interrogation cycles with the aid of the responder

35 unit 10 in practical use in the random access

memory 66 information is stored which has been

returned from a relatively large number of respond-

er units 12. For evaluation as a rule this information

must then be transferred to a central data process-

40 ing unit. It will now be described how this is done.

In the simplest case the data are taken off from

the random access memory 66 at the jack 70

which is indicated as representative of a multipole

connection in Fig. 1. Via said jack 70 the informa-

45 tion contained in the memory 66 may be read in a

manner with which the expert is familiar .

In the interrogation unit 10 illustrated in Fig. 1

the information from the random access memory
66 may however also be transmitted contactless to

50 the base unit and from the latter transferred to a

central data processing unit. The interrogation unit

10 is first placed on the base unit 16 so that the

coil 96 comes to lie spatially close to the coil 118

in the base unit 16. As already mentioned above,

55 on placing the responder unit 10 on the base unit

16 the switch 114 is also closed (instant tg) so that

charging of the battery 74 is ensured. Utilizing the

signal furnished by the charge sensor 86 the

8
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microprocessor 18 is informed that the interroga-

tion unit 10 is on the base unit 16. When the

operator now closes the switch 76 and briefly de-

presses the key 14 the microprocessor 18 initiates

an information transfer cycle in the course of which

the content of the random access memory is trans-

ferred to the base unit 16 and from the latter via

the output 214 to a central data processing unit.

For initiating the data transfer process the micro-

processor closes the switches 100 and 90 (instant

tio) and ensures that the oscillator 20 generates RF
carrier oscillations. The information from the ran-

dom access memory 66 is supplied via the switch

100 to the modulator 98 which modulates the RF
carrier wave which the RF oscillator 20 generates.

Via the switch 90 and the amplifier 94 the modu-

lated RF carrier wave reaches the coil 96 from

which it is coupled to the coil 118. The demodula-

tor 120 demodulates the RF carrier wave so that at

the output 214 the information taken from the ran-

dom access memory 66 is available for further

transfer to the central data processing unit.

In Fig. 1 in dashed line an alternative to trans-

mitting the data from the memory 66 to a data

processing unit is indicated. When using this alter-

native the modulator 98 in the interrogation unit 10

and the demodulator in the base unit 16 are not

required because the information transfer is not in

the form of modulation of an RF carrier wave but

directly, i.e. using low-frequency signals employing

the coils 104 and 118.

It has been shown that in the responder unit 12

the energy contained in the received RF carrier

wave is stored and utilized for supplying assem-

blies necessary for the transmitting back of the

stored data. The clock signals necessary for the

control and synchronization are derived from the

RF carrier wave which is generated immediately

after termination of the RF interrogation pulse in

the responder unit 12. Due to the derivation of the

clock signal from the RF carrier wave signal a very

good synchronization is achieved between the

transmitter side and receiving side. The arrange-

ment is not sensitive to frequency changes and

calibration is therefore not necessary. Since the

return of the data can be made very quickly a

small capacitor can be used for the energy storing

and this is a considerable contribution to reducing

costs.

The responder unit 12 described can be made
almost completely as integrated circuit so that it

can be produced with very small dimensions. Only

the coil 132, the capacitor 134 and the capacitor

136 need be provided as individual components

outside the integrated circuit. Fig. 4 shows how the

individual components can be arranged on a sup-

port plate. The integrated circuit 218 and the ca-

pacitors 134, 136 are surrounded by the coil 132

which is made annular. A responder unit 12 with

this construction could for example be disposed in

each individual spare part of a large store of spare

parts from which individual spares are automati-

5 cally picked when required. Using an interrogation

unit 10 the spares could be specifically sought in

the store and then automatically removed.

As already mentioned at the beginning the

responder 12 can for example also be attached to

10 animals in a large herd and employing the inter-

rogation unit 10 the animals can be continuously

supervised and checked. Since the components of

the responder unit 12 can be made very small it is

even possible to make the entire unit in the form of

75 a small pin which can be implanted under the skin

of the animal. A corresponding construction is

shown in Fig. 5. The coil in this example could be

wound round a small ferrite core 220 which in-

creases the sensitivity.

20

Claims

1. Transponder system comprising a responder

unit and an interrogation unit which transmits

25 at least one RF interrogation pulse at a given

frequency to said responder unit which there-

upon sends data stored therein back to the

interrogation unit in the form of a modulated

RF carrier, said responder unit (12) including

30 an energy accumulator (136) which stores the

energy contained in the RF interrogation pulse,

further including means (184) which in depen-

dence upon the termination of the reception of

the RF interrogation pulse triggers the excita-

35 tion of an RF carrier wave generator (130, 132,

134) at the frequency of the RF Interrogation

pulse, means (158) responsive to the output

signal from the RF carrier wave generator (130,

132, 134) to produce a control signal which is

40 utilized to maintain continuous oscillation of the

RF carrier wave generator and means (200) to

modulate the RF carrier to be sent back with

the stored data, characterized in that the trig-

ger means (142, 148) trigger the excitation of

45 the RF carrier wave generator (130, 132, 134)

when a predetermined energy amount is

present in the energy accumulator (136), that

the RF carrier wave generator (130, 132, 134)

includes a parallel resonant circuit (130) also

50 serving for receiving the RF interrogation pulse

and comprising a coil (132) and a capacitor

(134), that the means (158) for generating the

control signal produce said control signal in

each case after emission of a predetermined

55 number of RF carrier waves by the RF carrier

wave generator (130, 132, 134), and that the

control signal initiates the application of a

maintenance pulse of predetermined duration

9
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to the RF carrier wave generator (130, 132,

134).

2. A transponder system according to claim 1,

characterized in that the means for triggering

the excitation of said RF carrier wave gener-

ator include an RF threshold detector (142)

and a DC voltage threshold detector (148), that

the two threshold detectors (142, 148) are con-

nected to a triggering circuit means (154)

which whenever the level of the RF interroga-

tion pulse drops below a predetermined value

and at the output of the energy accumulator

(136) a DC voltage of predetermined value is

present generates a start signal which initiates

the excitation of the RF carrier wave generator

(130, 132, 134).

3. A transponder system according to claim 2,

characterized in that means of excitation (184)

initiates the flow of a direct current through the

coil (132) of the parallel resonant circuit (130)

for a predetermined duration.

4. A transponder system according to claim 3,

characterized in that the means of excitation,

connected to said triggering circuit means and

responsive to the start signal generated, is a

first monostable flip-flop circuit (184) which

thereupon furnishes an excitation pulse which

governs the duration of the current flow

through the coil (132) of the parallel resonant

circuit (130).

5. A transponder system according to any one of

the preceding claims, characterized in that the

control signal triggers a second monostable

flip-flop circuit (192) which thereupon furnishes

the maintenance pulse providing a direct cur-

rent for the duration thereof flowing through the

coil (132) of said parallel resonant circuit (130).

6. A transponder system as set forth in claim 1,

further including memory means (168) in which

the data to be returned by said responder unit

means (12) to said interrogation unit means

(10) is stored, a modulator device (198, 200)

connected to said memory means (168) and to

said carrier wave generator (130, 132, 134),

and said memory means (168) being respon-

sive to said control signal for supplying said

data stored therein to said modulator device

(198, 200) for said modulation of the carrier

wave.

7. A transponder system as set forth in claim 1

,

further including a shift register (172) connect-

ed between said memory means (168) and

said modulator device (198, 200),

divider circuit means (160) for receiving

the control signal and generating therefrom a

clock signal at a lower recurring frequency,

5 counter means (178) operably connected

to said memory means (168) for counting the

clock pulses applied to said memory means

(168,

said memory means (168) providing data

10 to said modulator device (198, 220) via said

shift register (172) into which said memory
means (168) introduces the data stored therein

in timed sequence under control of the clock

signal, and

75 said counter means (178) incrementing in

response to each of the clock pulses applied

to said memory means (168) and being re-

sponsive to a predetermined number of clock

pulses indicative of the entry of all data from

20 said memory means (168) into said shift regis-

ter (172) to apply the clock signal generated

by said divider circuit means (160) to said shift

register (172) instead of the clock signal de-

rived from the carrier wave.

25

8. A transponder system as set forth in claim 7,

wherein said shift register (172) is provided

with a feedback line from its output to its input

to enable the data supplied thereto to be cir-

30 culated therewithin as long as clock signals are

applied thereto, and said shift register (172)

being effective to provide the data contained

therein from its output to said modulator de-

vice (198, 200) as long as the carrier wave

35 generator (130, 132, 134) provides carrier

waves.

9. A transponder system as set forth in claim 8,

wherein said modulator device (198, 200) is so

40 constructed to vary the frequency of the carrier

wave in dependence upon the data supplied to

it from said memory means (168).

10. A transponder system as set forth in claim 9,

45 wherein said modulator device (198, 200) com-

prises a capacitor (198), and switching means

(200) connected to said capacitor (198) and

being disposed in closed or open positions

depending upon whether the data is opera-

50 tively connected to or disconnected with re-

spect to said carrier wave generator (130, 132,

134).

11. A transponder system a set forth in claim 6,

55 wherein said memory means (168) is a prog-

rammable read-only memory (168).

10
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12. A transponder systenn as set forth in clainn 6,

wherein said memory means (168) is a prog-

rammable random access memory.

13. A transponder system as set forth in claim 12,

wherein said responder unit means (12) further

includes a data processor operably connected

to said random access memory for generating

the data to be sent back to said interrogation

unit means (10) and entering said data in said

random access memory.

14. A transponder system as set forth in claim 13,

further including sensor means (204) sensitive

to predetermined physical parameters in the

environmental area of said responder unit

means (12) and operably connected to said

data processor (202), said data processor (202)

being responsive to output signals from said

sensor means (204) in generating the data to

be entered into said random access memory.

15. A transponder system as set forth in claim 13,

wherein at least one interrogation pulse trans-

mitted by the transmitter of said interrogation

unit means (10) is modulated to include a

specific address of one or more of a plurality

of said responder unit means (12) having an

address corresponding to the address included

in said interrogation pulse to react to the re-

ception of said interrogation pulse with the

return of a modulated carrier wave having data

provided therein to said interrogation unit

means (10),

said responder unit means (12) further in-

cluding demodulator circuit means (212) for

receiving said interrogation unit means (10)

and determining the address provided therein;

said data processor (202) enabling said

responder unit means (12) to send back the

stored data to said interrogation unit means

(10) in response to a comparison between the

address as determined by said demodulator

circuit means (212) with the address stored in

said responder unit means (12) establishing

identity of the compared address.

16. A transponder system as set forth in claim 1,

wherein the transmitter of said interrogation

unit means (10) after transmitting a first inter-

rogation pulse is effective to transmit a further

interrogation pulse with higher transmission

power after a predetermined time interval from

the transmission of said first interrogation

pulse.

17. A transponder system as set forth in claim 1,

wherein the receiver of said interrogation unit

means (10) includes a random access memory
(66) for receiving data sent back by said re-

sponder unit means (12).

5 18. A transponder system as set forth in claim 17,

wherein said interrogation unit means (10) fur-

ther includes means (70, 18, 100, 98, 20, 96,

104, 16) operably connected to said random

access memory (66) included in the receiver

10 thereof for enabling transmission of data con-

tained in said random access memory (66) to

a central data processing unit.

Patentanspruche

75

1. Transponderanordnung mit einem Antwortge-

bergerat und einem Abfragegerat, das an das

Antwortgebergerat wenigstens einen HF-Abfra-

geimpuls mit einer gegebenen Frequenz sen-

20 det, das daraufhin in ihm gespeicherte Daten

in Form eines modulierten HF-Tragers an das

Abfragegerat zurucksendet, wobei das Ant-

wortgebergerat (12) einen Energiespeicher

(136) enthalt, der die in dem HF-Abfrageimpuls

25 enthaltene Energie speichert, ferner mit einem

Mittel (184), das abhangig von der Beendigung

des Empfangs des HF-Abfrageimpulses die Er-

regung eines HF-Tragerschwingungsgenera-

tors (130, 132, 134) mit der Frequenz des HF-

30 Abfrageimpulses auslost, einem Mittel (158),

das abhangig vom Ausgangsignal des HF-Tra-

gerschwingungsgenerators (130, 132, 134) ein

Steuersignal erzeugt, das zur Aufrechterhal-

tung des kontinuierlichen Schwingens des HF-

35 Tragerschwingungsgenerators benutzt wird,

und einem Mittel (200) zum Modulieren des

mit den gespeichern Daten zuruckzusenden-

den HF-Tragers, dadurch gekennzeichnet, da3

das Auslosemittel (142, 148) das Erregen des

40 HF-Tragerschwingungsgenerators (130, 132,

134) auslost, wenn eine vorbestimmte Energie-

menge in dem Energiespeicher (136) vorhan-

den ist, dafi der HF-Tragerschwingungsgenera-

tor (130, 132, 134) einen Parallelresonanzkreis

45 (130) enthalt, der auch dem Empfang des HF-

Abfrageimpulses dient und der eine Spule

(132) und einen Kondensator (134) enthalt, da3

das Mittel (158) zum Erzeugen des Steuersi-

gnals dieses Steuersignal jeweils nach der Ab-

50 gabe einer vorbestimmten Anzahl von HF-Tra-

gerschwingungen durch den HF-Tragerschwin-

gungsgenerator (130, 132, 134) erzeugt, und

da3 das Steuersignal das Aniegen eines Auf-

rechterhaltungsimpulses mit vorbestimmter

55 Dauer an den HF-Tragerschwingungsgenerator

(130, 132, 134) auslost.

11
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2. Anordnung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-

zeichnet, da3 das Mittel zum Auslosen der

Erregung des HF-Tragerschwingungsgenera-

tors einen HF-Schwellenwertdetektor (142) und

einen Gleichspannungsschwellenwertdetektor

(148) enthalt, da3 die beiden Schwellenwertde-

tektoren (142, 148) an ein Ausloseschaltungs-

mittel (154) angeschlossen sind, das dann

wenn der Pegel des empfangenen HF-Abfrage-

impulses unter einen vorbestimmten Wert fallt

und am Ausgang des Energiespeicliers (136)

eine Gleichspannung mit vorbestimmtem Wert

vorhanden ist, ein Startsignal erzeugt, das die

Erregung des HF-Tragerschwlngungsgenera-

tors (130, 132, 134) auslost.

3. Transpondersystenn nach Anspruch 2, dadurch

gekennzeichnet, da3 das Erregungsnnittel (184)

das FlieBen eines Gleichstroms durch die Spu-

le (132) des Parallelresonanzkreises (130) fur

eine vorbestimmte Dauer auslost.

4. Transpondersystenn nach Anspruch 3, dadurch

gekennzeichnet, daB das Ertegungsmittel, das

an das Ausloseschaltungsmlttel angeschlossen

ist und abhangig von dem erzeugten Startsi-

gnal arbeitet, eine erste nnonostabile Flip-Flop-

Schaltung (184) ist, die daraufhin einen Erre-

gungsinnpuls abgibt, der die Dauer des Flie-

Bens von Strom durch die Spule (132) des

Parallelresonanzkreises (130) bestimmt.

5. Tanspondersystem nach einem der vorherge-

henden Anspruche, dadurch gekennzeichnet,

daB das Steuersignal eine zwelte monostabile

Flip-Flop-Schaltung (192) triggert, die daraufhin

den Aufrechterhaltungsimpuls abgibt, der wah-

rend seiner Dauer das FlieBen eines Gleich-

stroms durch die Spule (132) des Parallelreso-

nanzkreises (130) hervorruft.

6. Transpondersystem nach Anspruch 1, ferner

enthaltend ein Speichermittel (168), in dem die

vom Antwortgebergerat (12) zu dem Abfrage-

gerat (10) zuruckzusendenden Daten gespei-

chert sind, eine Modulatorvorrichtung (198,

200), die an das Speichermittel (168) und an

den Tragerschwingungsgenerator (130, 132,

134) angeschlossen ist, wobei das Speicher-

mittel (168) abhangig von dem Steuersignal

die in ihm gespeicherten Daten zu der Modula-

torvorrichtung (198, 200) zum Modulieren der

Tragerwelle ubertragt.

7. Transpondersystem nach Anspruch 1, ferner

enthaltend ein Schieberegister (172), das zwi-

schen das Speichermittel (168) und die Modu-

latorvorrichtung (198, 200) eingefugt ist, ein

Teilerschaltungsmittel (160) fur den Empfang

des Steuersignals und zum Erzeugen eines

Taktsignals mit einer niedrigeren Folgefre-

quenz aus diesem Steuersignal, ein Zahlermit-

5 tel (178), das wirkungsmaBig mit dem Spei-

chermittel (168) verbunden ist und die an das

Speichermittel (168) angelegten Taktimpulse

zahit, wobei das Speichermittel (168) der Mo-

dulatorvorrichtung (198, 220) Daten uber das

10 Schieberegister (172) zufuhrt, in das das Spei-

chermittel (168) die in ihm gespeicherten Da-

ten in einer zeitlichen Folge unter Steuerung

durch das Taktsignal eingibt, und wobei das

Zahlermittel (178) in Abhangigkeit von jedem

75 Taktimpuls, der an das Speichermittel (168)

angelegt wird, fortschaltet und abhangig von

einer vorbestimmten Anzahl von Taktimpulsen,

die Eingabe aller Daten aus dem Speichermit-

tel (168) in das Schieberegister (172) anzeigt,

20 das von dem Teilerschaltungsmittel (160) er-

zeugte Taktsignal an das Schieberegister (172)

anstelle des aus der Tragerwelle abgeleiteten

Taktsignals aniegt.

25 8. Transpondersystem nach Anspruch 7, bei wel-

chem das Schieberegister (172) mit einer

Ruckkopplungsleitung von seinem Ausgang zu

seinem Eingang versehen ist, damit ihm zuge-

fuhrte Daten darin umlaufen konnen, solange

30 ihm Taktsignale zugefuhrt werden, wobei das

Schieberegister (172) die in ihm enthaltenen

Daten uber seinen Ausgang der Modulatorvor-

richtung (198, 200) zufuhren kann, solange der

Tragerschwingungsgenerator (130, 132, 134)

35 Tragerschwingungen liefert.

9. Transpondersystem nach Anspruch 8, bei wel-

chem die Modulatorvorrichtung (198, 200) der-

art ausgebildet ist, daB sie die Frequenz der

40 HF-Tragerschwingung in Abhangigkeit von

dem ihr aus dem Speichermittel (168) zuge-

fuhrten Daten andert.

10. Transpondersystem nach Anspruch 9, bei wel-

45 chem die Modulatorvorrichtung (198, 200) ei-

nen Kondensator (198) und ein Schaltmittel

(200) enthalt, das mit dem Kondensator (198)

verbunden ist und abhangig davon, ob die

Daten bezuglich des Tragerschwingungsgene-

50 rators (130, 132, 134) wirkungsmaBig angelegt

Oder nicht angelegt sind, in offene oder ge-

schlossen Positionen gebracht wird.

11. Transpondersystem nach Anspruch 6, bei wel-

55 chem das Speichermittel (168) ein program-

mierbarer Festspeicher (168) ist.

12
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12. Transpondersystem nach Anspruch 6, bei wel-

chem das Speichermittel (168) ein

Schreib/Lese-Speicher ist.

13. Transpondersystem nach Anspruch 12, bei 5

welchem das Antwortgebergerat (12) einen nnit

denn Schreib/Lese-Speicher wirkungsnna3ig

verbundenen Datenprozessor enthalt, der die

zunn Abfragegerat (10) zuruckzusendenden

Daten erzeugt und diese Daten in den io

Schreib/Lese-Speicher eingibt.

14. Transpondersystem nach Anspruch 13, ferner

enthaltend ein Sensormittel (204), das auf vor-

bestimmte physikalische Parameter im Umge- 75

bungsbereich des Antwortgebergerats (12)

empfindlich ist und wirkungsma3ig mit dem
Datenprozessor (202) verbunden ist, wobei der

Datenprozessor (202) abhangig von Ausgangs-

signalen aus dem Sensormittel (204) die in den 20

Schreib/Lese-Speicher einzugebenden Daten

erzeugt.

15. Transpondersystem nach Anspruch 13, bei

dem wenigstens ein von dem Sender des Ab- 25

fragegerats (10) ausgesendeter Abfrageimpuls

so moduliert ist, daB er eine spezielle Adresse

eines oder mehrerer von mehreren Antwortge-

bergeraten (12) enthalt, die eine Adresse ha-

ben, die der in dem Abfrageimpuls enthaltenen 30

Adresse entspricht, damit sie auf den Empfang

des Abfrageimpulses mit der Zurucksendung

einer datenenthaltenden modulierten Trager-

schwingung zu dem Abfragegerat (10) antwor-

ten, wobei das Antwortgebergerat (12), auBer- 35

dem ein Demodulatorschaltungsmittel (212) fur

den Empfang des Abfragegerats (10) und zum
Bestimmen der darin enthaltenen Adresse ent-

halt, wobei der Datenprozessor (202), der das

Antwortgebergerat (12) zum Zurucksenden der 40

gespeicherten Daten zu dem Abfragegerat (10)

in Abhangigkeit von einem Vergleich zwischen

der Adresse, die durch das Demodulatorschal-

tungsmittel (212) bestimmt wird, mit der im

Antwortgebergerat (12) gespeicherten Adresse 45

bei Feststellung der Identitat der verglichenen

Adressen freigibt.

16. Transpondersystem nach Anspruch 1, bei wel-

chem der Sender des Abfragerats (10) nach 50

dem Aussenden des ersten Abfrageimpulses

einen weiteren Abfrageimpuls mit hoherer Sen-

deleistung nach einem vorbestimmten Zeitin-

tervall gegenuber der Aussendung des ersten

Abfrageimpulses aussendet. 55

17. Transpondersystem nach Anspruch 1, bei wel-

chem der Empfanger des Abfragegerats (10)

einen Schreib/Lese-Speicher (66) fur den Emp-
fang von durch das Antworgebergerat (12) zu-

ruckgesendete Daten enthalt.

18. Transpondersystem nach Anspruch 17, bei

welchem das Abfragegerat (10) ferner Mittel

(70, 18, 100, 98, 20, 96, 104, 16) enthalt, die

wirkungsmaBig mit dem in seinem Empfanger

enthaltenen Schreib/Lese-Speicher (66) ver-

bunden sind, um das Aussenden der in diesem

Schreib/Lese-Speicher (66) enthaltenen Daten

zu einer zentralen Datenverarbeitungseinheit

verbunden sind.

Revendications

1. Systeme a repondeur comprenant une unite a

repondeur et une unite d'interrogation qui tran-

smet au moins une impulsion d'interrogation

HF a une frequence donnee a ladite unite a

repondeur qui, a la suite de cela, renvoie des

donnees stockees dans celle-ci vers I'unite

d'interrogation sous la forme d'une porteuse

HF modulee, ladite unite a repondeur (12)

comprenant un accumulateur d'energie (136)

qui stocke I'energie contenue dans I'impulsion

d'interrogation HF, comprenant en outre des

moyens (184) qui a la fin de la reception de

I'impulsion d'interrogation HF declenchent I'ex-

citation d'un generateur (130, 132, 134) d'onde

porteuse HF a la frequence de I'impulsion d'in-

terrogation HF, des moyens (158) sensibles au

signal de sortie du generateur (130, 132, 134)

d'onde porteuse HF pour produire un signal de

commando qui est utilise pour maintenir une

oscillation continue du generateur d'onde por-

teuse HF et des moyens (200) pour moduler la

porteuse HF a renvoyer avec les donnees

stockees, caracterise en ce que les moyens de

declenchement (142, 148) declenchent I'excita-

tion du generateur (130, 132, 134) d'onde por-

teuse HF lorsqu'une quantite predeterminee

d'energie est presente dans I'accumulateur

d'energie (136), en ce que le generateur (130,

132, 134) d'onde porteuse HF comporte un

circuit resonnant parallele (130) servant aussi a

recevoir I'impulsion d'interrogation HF et com-

prenant une bobine d'inductance (132) et un

condensateur (134), en ce que les moyens

(158) pour engendrer le signal de commando
produisent ledit signal de commando dans

chaque cas apres remission d'un nombre pre-

determine d'ondes porteuses HF par le gene-

rateur (130, 132, 134) d'onde porteuse HF, et

en ce que le signal de commando amorce

I'application d'une impulsion de mise a jour de

duree predeterminee au generateur (130, 132,

134) d'onde porteuse HF.

13
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Systeme a repondeur selon la revendication 1

,

caracterise en ce que les moyens pour declen-

cher rexcitation dudit generateur d'onde por-

teuse HF comportent un detecteur (142) de

seuil HF et un detecteur (148) de seuil de 5

tension continue, en ce que les deux detec-

teurs (142, 148) de seuil sont connectes a des

nnoyens (154) a circuit de declenchennent qui

lorsque le niveau de I'innpulsion d'interrogation

HF tombe au-dessous d'une valeur predetermi- io

nee et lorsqu'a la sortie de raccumulateur

d'energie (136) une tension continue de valeur

predeterminee est presente, engendrent un si-

gnal de demarrage qui amorce I'excitation du

generateur (130, 132, 134) d'onde porteuse 75

HF.

Systenne a repondeur selon la revendication 2,

caracterise en ce que des moyens d'excitation

(184) amorcent la circulation d'un courant 20

continu dans la bobine d'inductance (132) du

circuit resonnant parallele (130) pour une du-

ree predeterminee.

Systeme a repondeur selon la revendication 3, 25

caracterise en ce que les moyens d'excitation,

connectes auxdits moyens a circuit de declen-

chement et sensibles au signal de demarrage

engendre, sont constitues par un premier cir-

cuit (184) a bascule monostable qui en repon- 30

se fournit une impulsion d'excitation qui deter-

mine la duree de la circulation du courant dans

la bobine d'inductance (132) du circuit reson-

nant parallele (130).

35

Systeme a repondeur selon I'une quelconque

des revendications precedentes, caracterise en

ce que le signal de commando declenche un

second circuit (192) a bascule monostable qui

en reponse fournit I'impulsion de mise a jour 40

fournissant un courant continu pendant sa du-

ree de circulation dans la bobine d'inductance

(132) du circuit (130) resonnant parallele.

Systeme a repondeur selon la revendication 1 , 45

comprenant en outre des moyens a memoire

(168) dans lesquels les donnees a renvoyer

par lesdits moyens (12) d'unite a repondeur

auxdits moyens (10) d'unite d'interrogation

sont stockees, un disposltif modulateur (198, 50

200) connecte auxdits moyens (168) a memoi-

re et audit generateur (130, 132, 134) d'onde

porteuse, et lesdits moyens (168) a memoire

etant sensibles audit signal de commande pour

envoyer les donnees qui y sont stockees vers 55

ledit disposltif modulateur (198, 200) pour ladi-

te modulation de I'onde porteuse.

7. Systeme a repondeur selon la revendication 1

,

comprenant en outre un reglstre a decalage

(172) connecte entre lesdits moyens (168) a

memoire et ledit disposltif modulateur (198,

200),

des moyens (160) a circuit diviseur pour

recevoir le signal de commande et engendrer

a partir de celui-ci un signal d'horloge a une

frequence de recurrence inferieure,

des moyens (178) a compteur connectes

fonctlonnellement auxdits moyens (168) a me-

moire pour compter les impulsions d'horloge

appliquees auxdits moyens (168) a memoire,

lesdits moyens (168) a memoire fournis-

sant des donnees audit disposltif modulateur

(198, 220) par I'lntermediaire dudit reglstre a

decalage (172) dans lequel lesdits moyens

(168) a memoire introduisent les donnees qui

y sont stockees selon une sequence synchro-

nlsee sous la commande du signal d'horloge,

et

lesdits moyens a compteur (178) incre-

mentant en reponse a chacune des impulsions

d'horloge appliquees auxdits moyens (168) a

memoire et etant sensibles a un nombre pre-

determine d'impulsions d'horloge, indicateur

de I'entree de toutes les donnees en provenan-

ce desdits moyens (168) a memoire dans ledit

reglstre a decalage (172) pour appliquer le

signal d'horloge engendre par lesdits moyens

(160) a circuit diviseur audit reglstre a decala-

ge (172) a la place du signal d'horloge obtenu

a partir de I'onde porteuse.

8. Systeme a repondeur selon la revendication 7,

dans lequel ledit reglstre a decalage (172)

comporte une ligne de retour entre sa sortie et

son entree pour permettre aux donnees qui lui

sont envoyees d'y recirculer tant que les si-

gnaux d'horloge lui sont appliques, et ledit

reglstre a decalage (172) etant efficace pour

envoyer les donnees qui y sont contenues

depuis sa sortie vers ledit disposltif modulateur

(198, 200) tant que le generateur (130, 132,

134) d'onde porteuse delivre des ondes por-

teuses.

9. Systeme a repondeur selon la revendication 8,

dans lequel ledit disposltif modulateur (198,

200) est realise de maniere a faire varier la

frequence de I'onde porteuse en fonction des

donnees qui lui sont envoyees depuis lesdits

moyens (168) a memoire.

10. Systeme a repondeur selon la revendication 9,

dans lequel ledit disposltif modulateur (198,

200) comporte un condensateur (198), et des

moyens de commutation (200) connectes audit

14
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condensateur (198) et places en position fer-

mee ou ouverte en fonction du fait que les

donnees sont fonctionnellement connectees ou

deconnectees par rapport audit generateur

(130, 132, 134) d'onde porteuse.

11. Systeme a repondeur selon la revendication 6,

dans lequel lesdits nnoyens (168) a nnemoire

sont constitues par une nnemoire nnorte pro-

grannnnable (168).

12. Systenne a repondeur selon la revendication 6,

dans lequel lesdits nnoyens (168) a nnennoire

sont constitues par une mennoire programma-

ble a acces selectif (168).

13. Systeme a repondeur selon la revendication

12, dans lequel lesdits moyens (12) d'unite a

repondeur comportent en outre une unite de

traitement de donnees fonctionnellement

connectee a ladite memoire a acces selectif

pour engendrer les donnees a renvoyer aux-

dits moyens (10) d'unite d'interrogation et pour

introduire lesdites donnees dans ladite memoi-

re a acces selectif.

14. Systeme a repondeur selon la revendication

13, comprenant en outre des moyens (204)

formant capteurs sensibles a des parametres

physiques predetermines dans la zone envi-

ronnementale desdits moyens (12) d'unite a

repondeur et fonctionnellement connectes a

ladite unite de traitement de donnees (202),

ladite unite de traitement de donnees (202)

etant sensible a des signaux de sortie desdits

moyens (204) formant capteurs pour engen-

drer les donnees a introduire dans ladite me-

moire a acces selectif.

ladite unite (202) de traitement de donnees

permettant auxdits moyens (12) d'unite a re-

pondeur de renvoyer les donnees stockees

vers lesdits moyens (10) d'unite d'interrogation

5 en reponse a une comparaison entre I'adresse

telle que determinee par lesdits moyens (212)

a circuit demodulateur avec I'adresse stockee

dans lesdits moyens (12) d'unite a repondeur

etablissant I'identite de I'adresse comparee.

10

16. Systeme a repondeur selon la revendication 1,

dans lequel I'emetteur desdits moyens (10)

d'unite d'interrogation apres avoir transmis une

premiere impulsion d'interrogation sont effica-

75 ces pour transmettre une autre impulsion d'in-

terrogation avec une puissance de transmis-

sion superieure apres un intervalle de temps

predetermine a partir de la transmission de

ladite premiere impulsion d'interrogation.

20

17. Systeme a repondeur selon la revendication 1,

dans lequel le recepteur desdits moyens (10)

d'unite d'interrogation comporte une memoire

(66) a acces selectif pour recevoir des don-

25 nees renvoyees par lesdits moyens (12) d'uni-

te a repondeur.

18. Systeme a repondeur selon la revendication

17, dans lequel lesdits moyens (10) d'unite

30 d'interrogation comportent en outre des

moyens (70, 18, 100, 98, 20, 96, 104, 16)

fonctionnellement connectes a ladite memoire

(66) a acces selectif incluse dans leur recep-

teur pour permettre la transmission de don-

35 nees contenues dans ladite memoire (66) a

acces selectif vers une unite centrale de traite-

ment de donnees.

15. Systeme a repondeur selon la revendication 4o

13, dans lequel au moins une impulsion d'in-

terrogation transmise par I'emetteur desdits

moyens (10) d'unite d'interrogation est modu-

lee pour comporter une adresse specifique

d'un ou plusieurs d'une pluralite desdits 45

moyens (12) d'unite a repondeur ayant une

adresse correspondant a I'adresse comprise

dans ladite impulsion d'interrogation pour rea-

gir a la reception de ladite impulsion d'interro-

gation avec le retour de I'onde porteuse modu- 50

lee comportant des donnees qui sont en-

voyees auxdits moyens (10) d'unite d'interro-

gation,

lesdits moyens (12) d'unite a repondeur

comprenant en outre des moyens (212) a cir- 55

cuit demodulateur pour recevoir lesdits

moyens (10) d'unite d'interrogation et pour de-

terminer I'adresse qu'ils contiennent;
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